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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR

To The Honourable
Richard Neufeld
Minister of Energy
and Mines
Legislative Buildings
Victoria, B.C.

Josh Smienk, Chair

Dear Minister Neufeld:
Over the past nine years, Columbia Basin
Trust (CBT) has built a strong regional
foundation that will serve it well in the years
to come. CBT remains committed to investing
in the Columbia Basin in ways that preserve
the capital while providing income to bring
social, economic, and environmental benefits
to the communities and residents of the region
through a range of programs and grant
initiatives.
Since its inception, CBT has invested more
than $309 million in power and non-power
initiatives directly in the Basin. With income
from its investment programs, CBT has
delivered $24.4 million in benefits to the
region in the last six years.
CBT is committed to public input and
responded to feedback by revising our delivery
model to focus on working with communities
to develop their unique strengths and identify
their priorities and projects. The newly
established Community Development Fund
gives Basin residents the flexibility they need,
and asked for, to pursue their priorities in
partnership with CBT. Together, CBT and our
many local partners continue to work toward
diversifying Basin economies from traditional
reliance on primary industries.
Through consultation with Basin residents,
the Columbia Basin Management Plan (the
Management Plan) is being revised. The
revised Management Plan will be presented to
Basin residents for feedback and final revision
at an upcoming symposium in July 2005.
When ratified by the Board, this fundamental
document will continue to provide
community-based guidance of our operations.
We remain deeply committed to involving
Basin residents in the work and overall
direction of CBT.

The diversity of the Basin, inherent in the
vision and values of CBT, is a major challenge.
Basin communities include urban,
unincorporated, and rural areas, yet
expectations for equal treatment are high,
often exceeding the current resources of the
organization. We are working to ensure Basin
residents have a clear understanding of CBT’s
abilities, resources, and limitations.
In the energy area (i.e., investments in
power projects in joint venture with Columbia
Power Corporation), construction of the
Brilliant Expansion (at Castlegar) continued
this year. Slated for completion in 2006, this
project will generate significant additional
revenue for both CBT and the provincial
government, through Columbia Power
Corporation (CPC).
During the period of this annual report,
CBT managed a number of significant
challenges. In the fall of 2004 the CBT Board
publicly proposed the sale of its share of power
assets – the Arrow Lakes Generating Station,
Brilliant Dam, Brilliant Expansion, and rights
to the Waneta Expansion – to BC Hydro. In
keeping with our commitment to the values
set out in the Management Plan, the Board
held public meetings across the Basin.
Residents indicated firmly they were not in
favour of the sale of power assets, but were
supportive of the Board’s desire for
independence from government. In response
to that direction, the Board decided not to
pursue the proposal and has retained
ownership of CBT’s share of the power assets.
In January of 2005 the Minister advised
that the status quo would prevail in respect to
CBT and CPC (i.e., sale or amalgamation of
the two organizations would not occur). The
write-down of CBT’s investment in the St.
Eugene Mission Resort and the temporary
closure of the Arrow Lakes Generating Station
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affected investment income generated and
benefits delivered to the Basin. Although these
challenges have some impact on the
performance targets we set for ourselves, we
continued to function effectively in each of
our core service areas: Delivery of Benefits,
Corporate Services, and Investments (power
and non-power). In the Corporate Services
area we have built capacity and infrastructure
to improve on the delivery of services and
ensure our staff have the skills and resources to
meet any upcoming challenges and the tools to
measure progress toward our vision. We have
also focused on succession planning to ensure
a smoothly running organization into the
future.
The Internal Audit and Advisory Services
(IAAS) branch of the Provincial Ministry of
Finance has recently completed a review of
some specific issues related to CBTE,
following an inquiry regarding a potential
conflict of interest between parties associated
with that organization. CBT and CBTE
provided all of the information requested by
the audit team. The audit found no evidence
of actual conflict of interest related to our
subsidiary CBTE. The audit team also came
forward with 20 recommendations that can
strengthen the operations of CBT and CBTE,
and we are committed to addressing them.
CBT is a dynamic and diverse organization
with changing needs due to its growth and
evolution. During the last six years the Chief
Executive Officer was Don Johnston, who
provided leadership and direction, especially in
devising CBT’s current organizational
structure and developing the spending
program to deliver benefits to the people of
the Basin. However, in order to keep pace with
future opportunities and challenges, the Board
announced in March 2005 it would be seeking
a new CEO. Until this position is filled, I have

assumed the duties of CEO on an interim
basis, providing continuity and retaining
confidence in the organization’s leadership.
We have a responsibility to take a broad
view of how CBT can assist communities to
identify and realize their goals. Because of
CBT’s regional mandate, our vision for the
Basin is a microcosm of the vision for the
Province. Sustainability and a vibrant economy
remain the focus of the government of British
Columbia; CBT supports this vision for the
Province and the Basin region.
The 2004 – 05 Columbia Basin Trust
Annual Report was prepared under my
direction in accordance with the Budget
Transparency and Accountability Act. I am
accountable for the contents of the report,
including the selection of performance
measures and how the results have been
reported. The information presented reflects
the actual performance of CBT for the twelve
months ended March 31, 2005. All significant
decisions, events, and identified risks, as of
June 15, 2005, have been considered in
preparing the report.
The information presented is prepared in
accordance with BC Reporting Principles and
represents a comprehensive picture of our
actual performance in relation to our Service
Plan.

Josh Smienk, Chair
Columbia Basin Trust
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The Columbia Basin
Trust Region
• Encompasses 88,000
square kilometres (twice
the size of Vancouver
Island)
• Sustains a population of
approximately 170,000
• Continues to be
affected by social,
economic, and
environmental impacts
from the construction
and ongoing operation
of Treaty dams
• Provides 50% of total
hydroelectric power
produced in B.C.
The Columbia River
• Travels 2000 kilometres
from Columbia Lake to
the Pacific Ocean in
Oregon
• Forms the fourth largest
river basin in North
America
Columbia Basin Trust
Offices
• In order to ensure easy
access to CBT programs
and staff, regional
offices have been
established in Golden,
Nakusp, and Cranbrook.
• CBT’s head office is in
Castlegar.

The Columbia River Basin in Canada

Arrow Lakes
Generating
Station
Brilliant Dam

Waneta
Dam
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A Vision for the Basin
Vision
The Columbia Basin is a place where social,
environmental, and economic well-being is
fostered, where collaborative relationships and
partnerships exist among stakeholders and
form the basis for social and economic
activities, and where the economy is diverse,
resilient, and energized.
CBT’s investment activities and funding of
community-driven projects make this vision
achievable.

• Respect for diversity
CBT encourages enhancement of Basin
heritage and culture, taking into
consideration all Basin residents in
extending its wide range of programs.
• Responsibility
CBT is accountable to the expressed wishes
of Basin residents for economic,
environmental, social, and sustainability
values, and works to maximize benefits
while minimizing negative impacts.

Mission
The Columbia Basin Trust
supports efforts by the people
of the Basin to create a legacy
of social, economic, and
environmental well-being and
to achieve greater selfsufficiency for present and
future generations.

By responding to and
facilitating the efforts
of Basin residents to
identify and realize
their goals, CBT is
making its mission a

History
The Columbia River
Treaty

The Columbia River Treaty (the
Treaty) was ratified in 1964. Its
purpose was to provide the
Columbia River Basin area in
Canada and the United States
reality.
with flood control and hydroMandate
electric power. The Treaty was for
To manage the assets of Columbia Basin Trust
a period of 60 years with renegotiation of
for the ongoing economic, environmental, and
terms after an initial 30 years.
social benefit of the region.
Under the Treaty, Canada agreed to build
three storage dams in the Canadian Basin:
Values
Duncan (completed in 1968), Keenleyside
• Inclusiveness
(1969), and Mica (1975). As well, the Treaty
CBT includes the people of the Basin in
allowed for the United States to build a fourth
the planning and decision-making process.
dam in the U.S. (Libby 1973) with a large
Residents are consulted through advisory
portion of its reservoir in southeastern B.C.
committees, ongoing public meetings, and
In return for the storage of water, Canada
scheduled planning symposia.
received a one-time payment for flood control,
• Collaboration
and is entitled to half of the additional power
CBT works with community partners on a
capability that storage and flow regulation
local and regional level to ensure public
creates at American hydroelectric plants on the
input of funding priorities and program
Columbia River. The Province of B.C., which
delivery.
owns this “Canadian Entitlement of

5
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Downstream Benefits,” sold the first 30 years
of these benefits for $254 million US, which
was used to build the three storage dams. The
Province is now receiving its entitlement for
the remaining 30 years of the Treaty.

Formation of
Columbia Basin Trust

CBT is committed to
involving Basin residents.

earned under the Treaty. (See funding details
under Legislation and Funding.)
The Province also committed to transfer
funds to the Columbia Power Corporation
(CPC), a Crown corporation that is the
Manager of joint venture power projects with
CBT in the Basin. In 2000 CBT created CBT
Energy Inc. (CBTE) to effectively manage its
50-percent interest in the joint venture power
projects. (See CBTE Annual Report page 58.)

In the mid-1990s the sale of the first 30 years
of B.C.’s share of the downstream benefits
through the Treaty was about to expire. Given
Public Involvement
the negative effects resulting from the Treaty –
As directed by legislation, the Columbia Basin
flooding of fertile lands and archaeological
sites, displacement of people, effect on fish and Management Plan was developed with input
from residents of the region in 1997. It
wildlife, seasonal water fluctuations – residents
outlines CBT’s mission, vision, mandate, core
of the Columbia Basin came together to press
values, guiding principles, and strategic
the Province for recognition of these
priorities. The Management Plan is in the
continuing impacts. Forty years ago, interprocess of being updated, again with input
government negotiations were hierarchical in
from residents of the Basin.
nature. Decision-making has since become
Public involvement is fundamental to
more representative and participatory. This
CBT’s accountability. Through public
move to accommodate a wider spectrum of
consultation, it was decided to
social and environmental
preserve the investment capital
interests reflects the goals of the
In the ten years
for future generations rather
Provincial government toward a
since its formation,
than distribute it on a shortsupportive social infrastructure
CBT
has
worked
term basis. When CBT had
and a sustainable environment.
diligently with a
developed its internal structure,
Local government represthe capital was moved from the
ented by regional districts and
range of partners on
investment management firm,
tribal councils took a leadership
behalf of Basin
Phillips, Hager & North, to the
role in the consultation process.
residents.
Basin. The capital continues to
The result was the formation of
contribute to the economic
the Columbia Basin Trust (CBT)
viability of the region through loan
in 1995 through the Columbia Basin Trust Act
opportunities.
as a partnership between local government,
With the income from its investments,
First Nations, and the Province of B.C. Its
CBT began distributing benefits to the region
mission is to support the efforts of people of
in 1998. Its delivery programs take into
the Basin to create a legacy of social, econaccount geographical representation and
omic, and environmental health in the region.
priority areas identified by Basin residents in
Governed by a Board of Basin residents,
meetings and symposia held during CBT’s
CBT was allocated funds representing a fair
formation.
share of the ongoing downstream benefits
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Legislation and Funding
Columbia Basin Trust was established in 1995
by the Columbia Basin Trust Act to benefit
communities in Canada affected by dams built
under the Columbia River Treaty. The purpose
of CBT is to invest monies allocated to it to
enhance the economic, environmental, and
social well-being of Basin residents.
Through a Financial Agreement dated July
27, 1995, the Province of B.C. endowed CBT
with initial capital of $45 million (the Basin
Fund). This was invested through short-term

cash investments, business loans, real estate,
and venture capital projects. The agreement
also provided another $250 million (the
Legacy Fund), payable in annual installments
of $50 million commencing in 2001,
committed to finance power project
construction. An additional $32 million in 16
annual installments of $2 million is provided
for operations in the developmental years. The
final payment will be made in FY2010.

Endowment Capital
From the Provincial
Government
$295 Million

Investment Program

Legacy Fund
Power Investments
$250 Million
• Arrow Lakes
Generating Station
• Brilliant Expansion
• Waneta Expansion
Project*

Basin Fund
Non-Power Investments
$45 Million

Investment Income
The Delivery of
Benefits Program
funds grant and service
programs for Basin
residents.

Delivery of Benefits Program

* Currently in planning stage.

• Real Estate
• Venture Capital
• Income Securities
• Business Loans
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Structure
The Board of Directors of CBT is composed
of 12 residents of the Basin appointed by the
provincial government. Six of the appointees
are nominated by local government (i.e., five
regional districts and the Ktunaxa/Kinbasket
Tribal Council), and six are identified directly
by the provincial government. The directors
provide policy direction in accordance with
both the legislation and the Columbia Basin

Management Plan, which was developed
through consultation with Basin residents. The
chief executive officer is responsible for
operations, performance review, and
evaluation. (See organizational chart below.)
CBT employs 25 people in regional offices in
Nakusp, Golden, and Cranbrook, and the
head office in Castlegar.

Board

Chief Executive
Officer

Delivery of Benefits

Corporate

Operations

Accounting

Human
Resources

Water
Initiatives
Environment

Education

Legacy Fund
(Power
Investments)

Economic

Delivery of
Benefits Programs
Youth
Initiatives

Investments

Arts,
Culture and
Heritage

Columbia River Basin Residents

Social

Basin Fund
(Non-Power
Investments)
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Primary Business Areas
Investments and activities are carried out
through three core service areas:

Basin Fund Dispersed
Capital March 31, 2005

1. Investments
•

•

Investment of the Legacy Fund in power
projects in the region as part of a joint
venture partnership with the Province of
B.C. through Columbia Power
Corporation (CPC).
Investments of the Basin Fund to preserve
capital and provide income to deliver
benefits to the region (non-power projects).

Power investments (Legacy Fund):

Loan Syndication Program
with Basin Credit Unions
$7,444,840
Regional Lending Program with
Community Future Development
Corporations (CFDCs)
$1,712,199
Kicking Horse Resort
$5,618,870

Term Deposits
$26,370,963

Real Estate
$12,607,128

Columbia Basin Trust’s subsidiary, CBT
diverse, resilient economy. The Columbia
Energy Inc. (CBTE), manages its powerBasin Management Plan directs CBT to invest
related investments, currently consisting of
all of the capital received by CBT within the
CBT’s joint venture interests in the Arrow
Basin, as long as commercially
Lakes Generating Station, the
viable investments can be
Brilliant Dam power projects,
Income
from
power
found. To date CBT has
and the Waneta Expansion rights.
and non-power
invested $53 million of the
CBTE’s goal is to increase the
Basin Fund in the region.
amount of net income accruing
investments is used
The goal of the non-power
to CBT from power projects for
to fund the Delivery
investment program is to
the ongoing economic,
of
Benefits
Program
generate income to fund
environmental, and social benefit
for generations to
community initiatives and
of Basin communities.
enhance self-sufficiency within
come.
Non-power investments
the Basin. CBT seeks to
(Basin Fund):
diversify its investment
portfolio
wholly
within the region by asset
The Basin Fund is the vehicle for investing
class, industry, and company. It pursues
CBT’s capital, excluding its power assets.
practical and innovative projects that increase
These non-power investments – including real
the range of options for present and future
estate, commercial loans, and resort
generations.
developments – focus on existing regional
organizations and reflect CBT’s vision of a

Total Basin Fund
$53,754,000

The Basin Fund is invested
across the Basin in a range
of investments in order to
diversify the investment
portfolio as much as
possible.
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2. Delivery of Benefits

needs of the Basin. Its approach to building
capacity within communities increases the
The Delivery of Benefits Program distributes
ability of grantees to plan and
income earned from CBT’s
implement projects and report
investments to support
Every effort is made
on results.
community enhancement
to meet the needs of
initiatives in the Basin. CBT
3. Corporate Services
staff and Basin
builds effective, flexible
CBT’s corporate services
relationships with its delivery
residents and keep
support and enable the Board
partners – community and
overhead costs down.
and staff to manage the
regional organizations, local
Investment and Delivery of
government, tribal councils,
Benefits programs effectively,
non-profit societies – to ensure it is engaged in
while remaining accountable to the residents
issues important to Basin residents. CBT
of the Basin and the Province of British
encourages on-going learning, adaptation, and
Columbia.
innovation based on the diverse and changing

Delivering Benefits to Basin Residents–Dollars Dispersed
$ millions
5.15
4.77
4.25

4.28
4.04

3.87

3.17

1.43

9
0
5
1
2
6 d)
3
4
199 200 200 200 200 200 200 200dgete
(Bu
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Partners and Programs
CBT is a unique organization with a mission –
developed by people in the Columbia Basin –
to bring social, economic, and environmental
benefits to the area. Basin residents remain
engaged with CBT through its many programs
and it is those same people who are actively
working with CBT to achieve its mandate.
In 2004 – 05 CBT worked with its
partners in the Basin to distribute $4.28
million in funding to 515 projects and services
encompassing all aspects of the social,
economic, and environmental health of the
region. Examples of CBT programs are:
•

•

•

The Community Initiatives Program
partners with local and regional
governments in the Basin to fund activities
communities deem important. CBT is
committed to providing $12.9 million over
ten years. The partners are: City of
Revelstoke, Town of Golden and electoral
areas A and B of the Columbia Shuswap
Regional District, Village of Valemount
and electoral area H of the Fraser–Fort
George Regional District, the Ktunaxa/
Kinbasket Tribal Council, and Regional
Districts of East Kootenay, Central
Kootenay, and Kootenay Boundary.
The Community Development Program is a
new initiative that responds to direction
from communities for more flexibility in
the funding approach. The program
partners with communities to help them
identify strengths and build on their assets,
financial or otherwise. Community liaisons
are CBT staff members who work directly
with individual communities and project
proponents.
At the direction of the Board of Directors,
CBT implemented its Water Initiatives
Program in order to discuss water quantity

•

•

•

•

•

and quality issues with Basin residents.
Partnerships have developed with
government, the private sector, and
conservation organizations.
The Arts, Culture and Heritage Program
partners with the Columbia Kootenay
Cultural Alliance (CKCA) who in turn
adjudicate funding
applications with local
arts councils. The goal is
long-term sustainability
for the arts in the Basin.
In the field of education,
CBT supports a number
of initiatives. The Family
Literacy Program
promotes lifelong
learning by educating the
public and supporting
local community literacyrelated actions. Columbia
Basin Alliance for Literacy (CBAL) delivers
resources for the program in the region.
The Training Fee Support Program assists
individuals to access funds for short-term
employment-related training. The Youth
Community Service Award has helped 83
young people pursue post-secondary
education since its inception.
Columbia Basin Youth Grants is a new
program that supports youth projects and
partnerships that build capacity and
leadership.
The Youth Media Program publishes
SCRATCH, a youth magazine that features
content from young people between the
ages of 15 and 29. The magazine is
supported by a youth-driven website:
www.scratchonline.ca.
Basin Business Advocates Program helps
small- and medium-sized businesses in the

CBT has funded a range of
youth-driven projects.
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•

Columbia Basin by providing free one-onone confidential business counselling and
consulting services.
Through the Environmental Initiatives
Program, environmental agencies and
communities are working to facilitate
private land conservation issues and
community-supported projects that address
impacts on local or regional ecosystems.

To promote its additional programs, CBT
depends on many other Basin partners
including First Nations bands, employment
service centres, small business groups,
chambers of commerce, and colleges.
For a complete summary of CBT-funded
programs, its investment activities, news
releases, funding opportunities, answers to
frequently asked questions and more, visit
www.cbt.org. See back cover for complete
contact information.
CBT funds a range of
environmental projects
aimed at creating a
legacy of environmental
well-being.

Building for the
Future…Now
The Province of British Columbia and CBT
are both working to create self-sustaining,
economically stable, vibrant communities in a
healthy environment. While the government is
accountable to the people of the Province as a
whole, CBT serves the residents of the
Columbia River Basin in Canada, consulting,
facilitating investment, and developing
programs with communities encompassing the
watersheds of the Columbia River, an area of
88,000 square kilometres in southeastern B.C.
(See map page 4).
Residents of the Basin region benefit
directly from CBT’s programs; in the wider
view, CBT contributes to making the Basin
region a healthy competitor and contributor to
the provincial economy. CBT-funded projects
are creating jobs and building assets in the
region that will have long-term benefits and
positive economic spinoffs now and in the
future.
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I

strategic goals of a supportive social infrastructure, safe, healthy communities and a
sustainable environment, CBT is developing a
range of programs to enhance the selfsustainability of the region.
CBT continued to raise awareness about
water quality and quantity issues through its
Water Initiatives. Ensuring Basin residents
understand the value of water – now and in
the future – is integral to CBT’s water
objectives. In 2004 CBT conducted Basinwide surveys to identify residents’ water issues
and concerns. The findings will continue to
guide CBT’s work in this area as it continues
to position itself as a leading source for water
information. For more information visit CBT’s
new water resource website at www.cbt.org or
http://water.cbt.org.
CBT was instrumental in
During fiscal 2005,
funding the formation of the
CBT funded 515
Columbia Mountain Open
projects through its
Network and continues to
Delivery of Benefits
support its efforts to establish
broadband Internet access to
Program, supporting a
rural communities. This fiscal
range of social,
period, work began to upgrade
environmental, and
line speed to schools and
economic activities
government offices in the
Trail/Rossland/Castlegar areas.
across the Columbia
High-speed connection is
Basin.
critical to economic
development in the region.

n 2004 – 05 Columbia Basin Trust (CBT)
continued to bring benefits to Basin
residents across each of its three core
service areas: 1) Delivery of Benefits, 2)
Investments, and 3) Corporate Services.
CBT is in process of revising its Management Plan – a high-level document that
provides strategic guidance for the Crown
corporation. Input has been received through a
series of public meetings, and revisions to the
plan will be the topic of a 2005 symposium.
CBT continues to develop its internal
monitoring, evaluation, and reporting abilities.

Bringing Benefits to Basin
Residents

Revenue from both power and
non-power investments enabled
CBT to increase its annual
budget for the Delivery of
Benefits Program to $4.28
million, up from $3.75 million.
This funding program, perhaps
more than any other, brings
benefits directly to Basin
residents and communities. The
funds are spent on locally driven
and supported projects that will
help improve the social,
economic, and environmental
well-being of Basin residents.
In 2004 CBT developed a
new, more flexible and responsive approach to
the Delivery of Benefits Program in answer to
public input. The Community Development
Program approach to funding projects
encourages communities to “build capacity”
within themselves – to identify their priorities
and then collaborate with CBT to achieve
those goals, rather than rely on CBT to set
priorities and identify projects for
communities. In keeping with the provincial

Investing on Behalf of
Basin Residents
Non-power investments
In 2004 CBT announced it would invest in
two additional seniors’ housing projects in
Creston and Invermere. These initiatives
provide local long-term jobs and provide
much-needed social housing in the Columbia
Basin.
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CBT’s joint venture power
projects, such as the
Arrow Lakes Generating
Station, will provide clean,
green electricity for
generations.

share in West Kootenay power projects: ALGS,
Power investments
the Brilliant Dam, the Brilliant Expansion,
Work continued on the Brilliant Expansion.
and the rights to the Waneta Expansion. This
When complete, this hydroelectric project at
consultative process and response to input
the existing Brilliant Dam will generate clean,
green electricity, which will be sold and in turn from Basin residents demonstrates CBT’s
ongoing commitment to work for and on their
will provide revenue to CBT and the Province.
behalf.
An equal portion of the revenue from hydro
sales will return to the provincial taxpayers,
Working for the Future
and the remainder will be directed to CBT
In 2004 the Minister responsible for CBT
and used to fund projects in
directed CBT and CPC, its partner in joint
the Columbia Basin.
venture power projects, to explore
In 2004 intake channel
amalgamation. In early 2005, after the
repairs were required at the
potential sale of power interests noted above
Arrow Lakes Generating
was not pursued, the two Crown corporations
Station (ALGS), jointly owned
were advised that they would remain as two
and operated by Columbia
distinct entities – the status quo. In spite of
Power Corporation (CPC) and
the challenges created by this fluid
CBT. This temporary
environment, CBT continued to provide
shutdown of the powerhouse
effective services in all three of its core business
impacted power sales and
areas.
revenue. Further detail related
Since its inception in 1995, CBT has
to this event and remedial
grown and diversified. In order to keep pace
actions can be found in the
with the organization’s current needs and to
Annual Report of joint venture Manager CPC,
help take it into the next phase of
at www.columbiapower.org.
development, the Board of
In fall 2004 CBT held a
CBT
has
acquired
and
Directors announced in March
series of community meetings
2005 that it would seek a new
across the Basin to discuss the
developed power
Chief Executive Officer to
potential sale of its 50-percent
assets and managed
replace outgoing CEO Don
share of power assets to BC
its investment
Johnston. Mr. Johnston has been
Hydro. More than 1,500 Basin
program
with
an
CEO for the last six years and in
residents attended the
that capacity provided valuable
meetings. Based on feedback
ongoing commitment
leadership and direction to the
and direction received at those
to bring long-term
organization.
meetings, CBT announced in
benefits to the Basin.
November 2004 that it would
not proceed with the sale of its
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Overview

Providing comparative information is
challenging given the unique nature of
n fiscal 2004 – 05 CBT continued to build
CBT. CBT has changed dramatically over
capacity and work towards achieving its
the years and continues to develop new
stated goals and objectives in each of its
processes and methodologies that will in
three core service areas: 1) Delivery of Benefits,
time allow for internal, external, and
2) Investments, and 3) Corporate Services.
historical comparisons. These new
Each core service contributes to CBT’s triplemonitoring and reporting processes will
bottom-line commitment (social,
enable these types of comparisons in
environmental, and economic) to Basin
subsequent annual reports. External
residents and the provincial government.
comparisons and benchmarks, such as costs
CBT continues to build internal capacity
of information technology and grantand processes to fully incorporate the BC
making as compared to other granting
Reporting Principles into performance manageorganizations, will also be used in the future.
ment and reporting. In
• Focusing on a few, critical
particular, in this report and the
aspects of performance has
CBT continues to
Service Plan against which it is
resulted in the selection of
build
the
processes
reporting, CBT has:
broad goals and objectives, as
well as performance measures.
necessary to fully
• strengthened the link
The performance measures
incorporate reporting
between goals and results;
have been chosen because
• focused on the few, critical
principles into its
they will best enable CBT to
aspects of performance; and
performance
measure progress towards its
• related results to risk and
mission of supporting efforts
management and
capacity.
by the people of the Basin to
reporting.
By reporting on the few,
create a legacy of social,
critical performance measures,
economic, and environmental
CBT and the 170,000 (approx.)
well-being.
people who live in the Columbia River Basin
• Internal capacity is improving, but
receive meaningful feedback that provides
capacity remains a reporting constraint.
ongoing direction to ensure CBT is fulfilling its
Processes are being established which more
mandate and meeting the needs of Basin
fully enable us to fulfill performance
residents.
monitoring and reporting, and internal
Consistent performance measures have
capacity has been building slowly through
been implemented as of the 2005 – 07 Service
“hands-on” experience. Staff responsible for
Plan and development of the data collection
performance monitoring and reporting do
and tracking methods is underway. As these
so as an “add on” to their existing duties.
processes develop and are fully implemented,
During investigation of potential
CBT will enhance its internal performance
restructuring of the Columbia Basin
management and the quality of information in
Initiative, some staff replacements were
future annual reports and service plans.
delayed, but new personnel appointments
Although CBT expects to face new
including one specifically dedicated to
reporting challenges, we continue to develop
planning and reporting will strengthen our
new capacity to address these.
capacity in the future.

I

•
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•

Underestimating the time required to
establish performance monitoring and
reporting processes has made it difficult to
fulfill targets. The lack of time, combined
with internal capacity constraints noted
above, has hindered our ability to meet and
report on performance targets.

Delivery of Benefits:
•

Corporate Services:
•

Linking CBT Goals to
Performance Reporting
CBT’s 2005 – 07 Service Plan outlines its
strategic direction for each of its core service
areas.

Investments:
The Legacy Fund (Power) –
CBT Energy Inc.
•

CBT-funded projects
achieve social, economic,
and environmental
objectives.

Maximize the expected return of assets,
subject to preserving the real value of the
legacy capital with a relatively high degree
of certainty in order to generate income to
fund the Delivery of Benefits Program.

The Basin Fund (Non-power)
•

•

Maximize the expected return of assets,
subject to preserving the real value of the
capital over the long term with an
acceptable degree of risk.
Enhance economic self-sufficiency in the
Basin.

Enhance the ability of CBT to strengthen
the social, economic, and environmental
well-being of the Basin, its residents and
communities.

Support and enable CBT Board and staff
to deliver the Investment and Delivery of
Benefits programs effectively.
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Summary
The following table summarizes CBT’s goals,
objectives, and performance measures as well
as performance results for fiscal 2004 – 05. A
more detailed discussion of these results for
each strategic area, additional comparisons,
and the performance measurement process at
CBT follow.

Performance Summary FY 2004 – 05
Investment Program
Basin Fund Goals:
Maximize the expected return of the assets, subject to preserving the real value of the
capital over the long term with an acceptable degree of risk.
Enhance economic self-sufficiency in the Basin.
Objectives

Performance Measures

Targets FY 2005

Results

Basin Fund:
To generate income from
the Basin Fund
investments.

Current Annual Return on
Investment (ROI).

6%

(1.1%)

Average Annual Return on
Investment (ROI) since
inception.

6%

0.9%

Legacy Fund Goal:
Maximize the expected return of assets, subject to preserving the real value of the legacy capital with a relatively high
degree of certainty in order to generate income to fund the Delivery of Benefits Program.
Objectives

Performance Measures

Targets FY 2005

Results

Legacy Fund:
1. To earn increasing
levels of income through
power sales from existing
joint venture power
projects.

Net Income.

$6.37 million

$5.67 million

2. To preserve the real
value of the joint venture
power projects.

Real Value.

Maintain historical cost of
power projects.

Recent BC Hydro due
diligence on power
projects confirm historical
cost maintained.
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Delivery of Benefits
Goal: Enhance the ability of CBT to strengthen the social, economic, and environmental well-being of the Basin, its
residents and communities.
Objectives

Performance Measures

Targets FY 2005

To effectively gain
knowledge of and apply
knowledge on resident,
community, regional, and
cross-sectoral priorities
and issues.

Residents rate the
consistency between CBT
Delivery of Benefits
funding decisions and
Columbia Basin
Management Plan.

Strategies undertaken.
Data collection methods
established.

Results
Community focus groups
identify priorities.
Research on other data
collection methods
(comment section on
website/feedback form on
Report to Residents)
undertaken.
Evaluation information
reported on.

To ensure effectiveness in
the delivery approaches
used in the Delivery of
Benefits Program.

Effectiveness rating on
CBT’s delivery processes by
those CBT works with
through the Delivery of
Benefits Program.

Develop survey instruments
to measure delivery of CBT
Delivery of Benefits
Program.

Pilot projects undertaken in
two program areas.

Rating of perceptions of
grantees on survey.

Explore and budget for
ways of participating in a
grantee perception survey.

Initial research undertaken.

Proportion of grantees with
project results consistent
with CBT policies and
procedures reported.

Explore and budget for
ways of participating in a
grantee perception survey.

In progress.

Corporate Services
Goal: Support and enable CBT Board and staff to deliver the Investment and Delivery of Benefits programs effectively.
Objectives

Performance Measures

Targets FY 2005

To ensure effective
provision of support
services.

Proportion of staff rating
each service area service
provision as effective.

Data collection methods
established.

Results
In progress.
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Benchmarks
CBT’s three core services must adhere to the
Columbia Basin Management Plan. In the case
of non-power investment through the Basin
Fund, the mandate is twofold: 1) to preserve
the capital and 2) to provide income to deliver
benefits to the Basin. Additionally, investments
are made primarily within the Basin region
with a secondary objective of stimulating the
local economy over the long term for the
benefit of the Basin and its residents. This
Basin-focused investment framework makes it
difficult to benchmark performance against
comparable industry ratios due to the small
geographic area involved and the absence of a
major urban centre in the Basin.
The Delivery of Benefits Program operates
like many foundations and other granting
organizations. As such, one of the performance
measures revolves around grantee perceptions
of CBT’s grant-making processes. CBT will
participate in a grantee survey that measures
this aspect of performance on behalf of a
number of grant-making organizations. Survey
results will provide benchmark information
and internal comparisons, especially historical.
These results will be included in future annual
service plan reports.
Performance targets in the Corporate
Services area are still developmental in focus.
CBT will identify performance measures for
service areas commonly found in many
organizations. For instance, with four FTEs,
CBT’s Information Technology Services
provides support for 100 workstations and
servers for CBT and CPC in Castlegar,
Nakusp, Cranbrook, Golden, and Victoria, as
well as providing support for our Board of
Directors at various Basin locales. They
operate a helpdesk, design and administer

websites, and develop and support a range of
specialized software applications for both CBT
and CPC. This information will be compared
against other organizations to provide
benchmarks in the future.

External Factors Impacting
Performance
Non-power investments are impacted by the
performance of the economy in general.
Tourism-related investments are affected by
factors such as weather, snow conditions,
SARS, BSE, and forest fires. External factors
impacting the Delivery of Benefits were largely
financial. Power revenues were reduced because
of damage to the channel at the Arrow Lakes
Generating Station, and $2.2 million in writedowns occurred in non-power investments.
While CBT continued to provide efficient
Corporate Services in support of our core
business areas, significant organizational
resources were devoted to investigating the
potential restructuring of the Columbia Basin
Initiative.

Internal Factors Impacting
Performance
The mandate given to CBT to use its Basin
Fund to focus on investments only in the
Basin impacts CBT’s investment strategies and
opportunities. In addition, internal capacity
issues have influenced reporting on evaluation
performance targets in two key ways: 1) CBT
made a commitment to keeping its staff lean
and, as such, all tasks associated with
performance management have been undertaken by a few staff whose job descriptions
include a number of other duties. 2) No staff
positions are dedicated solely to performance
management and reporting.
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Performance Management and
Reporting
Performance Measure Selection Process

Performance management
and reporting is a critical
function of Corporate
Services.

Corporate Services, the measure itself reflects
the essential purpose of this core service area.
Subsequent annual reports will include a
discussion of not just the overall measure but
these more specific measures and the reasons
they were chosen.

CBT contracted Watson Wyatt Worldwide to
work with its investment program staff and
Board to establish a sound investment policy
and to decide on the performance measures to
Data Tracking, Monitoring, and
be adopted.
Reporting Process
Ensuring that CBT’s funding decisions are
consistent with Basin residents’
CBT has now developed and implemented a
priorities, and delivering the funding
consistent approach towards the goal,
program in an effective
objective, and performance
way that also allows
measure for Corporate Services.
The staff have gained
for performance
Increasing attention and staff
confidence in moving
monitoring and
effort have been focused on
forward in the work
reporting, are critical
developing measures and the
needed in this area.
aspects of perfordata collection, monitoring, and
mance. Rating the
reporting processes for the
Subsequent annual
consistency between
Delivery of Benefits service area.
reports should reflect
funding decisions and
Most of the targets associated
this progress.
residents’ priorities, as
with the new measures are
well as determining
qualitative and process-oriented.
the degree to which
The organizational capacity issues discussed
monitoring/evaluation is built into grantee
above have had an impact on progress, but
projects, are direct and outcome-oriented
focusing on the few, critical aspects of
measures that will allow for historical and
performance has built stability and consistency
measurable comparisons for those critical
into the performance management system.
aspects of performance.
The staff have gained confidence in moving
Despite the development work that
forward in the work needed in this area.
remains in order to effectively report on the
Subsequent annual reports should reflect this
selected performance measure for CBT’s
progress.
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Investments –
The Basin Fund (Non-power
Investments)
Goal 1: Maximize the expected return of the
assets, subject to preserving the real value of
the capital over the long term with an
acceptable degree of risk.
Goal 2: Enhance economic self-sufficiency in
the Basin (subject to maintaining the real value
of the capital over the long term).

Performance Compared to Targets

Non-power Investments 2004 – 05
Objective

To generate income from the Basin Fund investments.
Performance
Measures

02 – 03

Results
03 – 04

04 – 05

05 – 06

Targets
06 – 07

07 – 08

Current Annual
Return on
Investment (ROI).

3.8%

(13.8%)

(1.1%)

6%

6%

6%

Average Annual
Return on
Investment (ROI)
since inception.

3.7%

1.2%

0.9%

6%

6%

6%

Note: The objective and performance measure
have been revised. The objective has changed
revenue to income to use the proper
accounting terminology. CBT accrues income
not revenue. The performance measure has
been revised to include both Current Annual
Return on Investment (ROI) and Average
Annual Return on Investment (ROI) for better
and more detailed disclosure of the
performance measure.

Managing Risk
Several strategies are in place to manage risk in
the Basin Fund (i.e., non-power investment).
• Performance is calculated in accordance
with Certified Financial Analyst Institute
(CFA) standards.

•

•

•

Investments are in accordance with
investment policies/procedures developed
in consultation with Watson Wyatt
Worldwide and adopted by CBT’s Board
of Directors in May 2002.
CBT’s Investment and Audit committees
seek third-party expert advice and guidance
in decision-making.
CBT works to enhance the economic selfsufficiency of the Basin by strengthening
and diversifying the regional economy,
while maintaining the real value of the
capital over the long term.
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Explanation of Results

stream of positive cash flow returns for many
years to come. These investments are attractive
In the early stages of the creation of the Basin
from a demographic point of view in that the
Fund there was a desire to create a diversified
demand for seniors’ housing is growing as the
portfolio that was well protected from losses,
population of the country ages. This is
and at the same time invest this capital in the
reflected in the high level of demand for these
Columbia Basin in order to stimulate the
facilities before construction even begins.
economy in the region. While these intentions
Positive cash flow to equity returns of over 8
were well meaning, the practicality of
percent was earned in the year on these
accomplishing these laudable goals was
investments.
limited, given the difficulties of investing in a
The successful real estate sales and ski
thinly populated region like the Columbia
operations at the Kicking Horse Mountain
Basin and then expecting Canada-wide
Resort in Golden, B.C., provided CBT with
market-based returns. The experience to date
positive income results for
with the investment returns in
another consecutive year in
the Basin Fund reflects this
CBT’s real estate
fiscal 2005. Real estate sales at
reality.
investment in
the Palliser Lodge and the Black
Significant write-downs and
congregate
care
Bear Lodge, two new
write-offs in the Basin Fund
condominium projects at the
have forced CBT to revisit its
facilities in the Basin
base of the hill, were much
approach to investing this
is a success story.
higher than expected. The
capital and take a more
interest in future sales of real
conservative approach going
estate has been quite high,
forward. The poor experience to
which points to further success with this
date with venture capital investments has
investment in the future. The vibrant economy
resulted in a decision by the Investment
in Alberta and the proposed expansion of the
Committee of the CBT Board to revisit
making any further investments in this area for airport in Cranbrook are both expected to
contribute to the continued success of the
the foreseeable future. In fiscal 2005, the
Kicking Horse Mountain Resort.
remaining capital CBT had in venture capital
Interest income from commercial loans in
investments was written off to reflect the
the Loan Syndication Program was lower due to
dissolution of operations at Heatwave Drying
a reduction in the total loan balances because
Systems and the lack of successful tests to
of principal repayments in the year. The yearprove out the technology at KPS Materials
end balances of loans in the regional lending
Technologies Inc.
program were also lower because of principal
The results of CBT’s investments in real
repayments. These investments in commercial
estate were more favourable. One new
loans provided in excess of $760,000 in
congregate care facility was completed and two
interest income in fiscal 2005.
new projects were started in the year, with the
expectation that each will provide a steady
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NON-POWER INVESTMENTS – PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

Seniors’ Housing Projects Shelter More Than Investments
As part of its investment program, CBT has invested
resulted in investments of more than $32 million, which
$3.8 million in seniors’ housing projects across the
provided more than 288 living units. The first of the
Basin. In 2004 construction began on two CBT-funded
four projects, Castle Wood Village in Castlegar, is fully
projects – one in Creston and the other
rented with a 50-person waiting list.
These
projects
in Invermere.
These projects also create local
These real estate investments provide
employment and positive economic
demonstrate CBT’s
a unique opportunity for CBT to help
spinoffs during the construction and
commitment to invest
leverage investment dollars by working
operational phases. So far, CBT’s
in projects that meet
with other partners, while creating muchinvestment in seniors’ housing across the
a
variety
of
objectives
needed accommodation for our seniors.
Basin has created more than 145 full- and
and enhance the
At the same time these investments will
part-time jobs (not including
provide CBT with a steady stream of
construction), clearly demonstrating not
economic selfcash flow, which in turn can be used to
only sound investment practice, but also
sufficiency of
fund the Delivery of Benefits Program.
supporting the vision to create a place
communities
in
the
The housing projects in Fernie,
where social, environmental, and
Basin.
Castlegar, Invermere, and Creston
economic well-being is fostered.

Congregate care facilities in the Basin are allowing residents to get the care they need, close to
their families and communities.
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Delivery of Benefits
Goal 1. Enhance the ability of CBT to
strengthen the social, economic, and
environmental well-being of the Basin, its
residents and communities.

Performance Compared to Targets

Delivery of Benefits 2004 – 05
Objective

1. To effectively gain knowledge of and apply resources to community, regional, and cross-sectoral priorities and issues.
Performance
Measures
Residents rate the
consistency
between CBT
Delivery of
Benefits funding
decisions and
Columbia Basin
Management Plan
priorities.

02 – 03

Results
03 – 04

04 – 05

05 – 06

Targets
06 – 07

07 – 08

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Community focus
groups identify
priorities.

Baseline rate of
consistency
established.

Rate increased by
2% from baseline.

Rate increased by
2% from baseline.

Research done on
other data
collection methods
(comment section
on website/
feedback form on
Report to
Residents).

Changes made to
future priorities
and/or funding
decisions based
on information
coming out of
performance
measures and
reported publicly.

Changes made to
future priorities
and/or funding
decisions based
on information
coming out of
performance
measures.

Changes made to
future priorities
and/or funding
decisions based
on information
coming out of
performance
measures.

Evaluation
information
reported on.
2. To ensure effectiveness in the delivery approaches used in the Delivery of Benefits Program.
Effectiveness
rating on CBT’s
delivery processes
by those CBT
works with
through the
Delivery of
Benefits Program.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Pilot projects
undertaken in two
program areas.

Conduct two
additional
evaluations of
delivery
processes, using
appropriate data
collection tools.

Conduct two
additional
evaluations of
delivery
processes.

Conduct two
additional
evaluations of
delivery
processes.

Rating of
perceptions of
grantees on
survey.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Initial research
undertaken.

Average rating
compared other
Foundations’
performance as
measured by
Center for
Effective
Philanthropy (CEP)
Grantee
Perception Report
(CEP Grantee
Perception Report
Average Rating).

Changes made as
a result of
information
coming out of
grantee survey.

Implement process
for periodic
evaluations of
grantee
perceptions.

Develop ways to
undertake periodic
evaluations of
grantees’
perceptions.
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Performance
Measures
Proportion of
grantees with
project results
consistent with
CBT policies and
procedures
reported (changed
in 06 – 08 Service
Plan to:
Percentage of
funds granted with
project results
consistent with
CBT monitoring
and evaluation
policies and
procedures. See
explanation
below).

02 – 03

Results
03 – 04

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Managing Risk
Strategies are in place to manage risk within
the Delivery of Benefits Program.
• Provide staff training to increase effectiveness in balancing residents’ expectations
with constraints of funding levels and
addressing the issue of fairness within a
capacity building model which leads to
better advice being given to grant applicants.
• Inform and educate Basin residents to
increase knowledge and awareness of
CBT’s funding limitations and the benefits
of a community capacity building model of
delivery, which is leading to more realistic
expectations on CBT.

Explanation of results
CBT has a varied and extensive Delivery of
Benefits Program. In fiscal 2004 – 05, $4.28
million was granted to 515 projects through
twelve different grants programs. In fiscal 04 –
05 a new more responsive model for Delivery
of Benefits was developed and implemented in
the Community Development Program. CBT’s

04 – 05

05 – 06

Targets
06 – 07

07 – 08

In progress.

25%
(revised in 06 – 08
Service Plan)

40%
(revised in 06 – 08
Service Plan)

50%
(revised in 06 – 08
Service Plan)

Youth Initiatives conducted a major review
and restructuring of their programs for fiscal
year 05 – 06, which incorporates the more
flexible and responsive ideals of the
Community Development Program.
Performance measures for the Delivery of
Benefits in our Service Plan focus on
evaluation of a few, critical aspects of
performance that enable CBT to measure how
well its funding choices are meeting the needs
of, and reflecting the priorities of, Basin
residents. The performance measures also allow
CBT to gauge how effective its approach to
funding is and the degree to which evidencebased evaluation is being integrated into all
organizational activities, including those
supported through CBT funding (i.e., are the
organizations receiving funding from CBT
tracking their performance against targets?).
These are new performance measures and
the targets used to measure performance are
largely qualitative, developmental, and processoriented. As indicated, most of the targets have
been met in part and some have been revised
to allow for more development time.
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DELIVERY OF BENEFITS – PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

Helping Basin Residents Get the Skills to Improve Their Lives
In the last year, 407 Basin residents
as a result of training they have accessed
This program is
received the help they needed to improve
through the Training Fee Support
another
example
of
their skills and find employment, thanks
Program.
to CBT’s Training Fee Support Program.
By providing local access to this
how CBT is helping to
This bursary-style program provides onewell-received and growing funding
support and
time financial support up to $500 for
program, many unemployed or understrengthen local
training and education necessary for
employed Basin residents who meet the
individuals,
families,
employment and is delivered by more
Training Fee Support criteria have the
and communities.
than 14 local Employment Assistance
opportunity to improve their skills and
Centres on behalf of CBT. Funds are
enhance their employment choices.
directed to a range of training and education institutions This program fills a void by offering short-term
across the Basin. Computer courses, first aid training,
certification not available elsewhere. Applicants get an
and many tourism and hospitality-sector courses such as
answer quickly and are able to start changing their lives
“Serve It Right” and “Food Safe” are often all it takes to
immediately. This program is another example of how
“open doors” to better employment options – and this
CBT is helping to support and strengthen local
program is the key.
individuals, families, and communities by empowering
This effective delivery model is working. Many
residents to make better choices in their own lives.
recipients have found or improved their employment

Ensuring that Basin residents can access CBT’s Training Fee Support Program is a
priority for the Job Seekers staff that coordinate the program on behalf of CBT.
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Corporate Services
Goal 1: Support and enable CBT Board and
staff to deliver the Investment and Delivery of
Benefits programs effectively.

Performance Compared to Targets

Corporate Services 2004 – 05
Objective

To ensure effective provision of support services.
Performance
Measure
Proportion of
staff rating each
service area
service provision
as effective.

02 – 03

Results
03 – 04

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

Measure not used;
no comparable
data.

04 – 05

05 – 06

Target not met.

Data collection
methods for
service area
reviews
established
(revised in 06 – 08
Service Plan).

Targets
06 – 07
Overall baseline
established.
Baseline for
service areas
established.
Report changes
made based on
information
coming out of the
service area
review for each
service area
(revised in 06 – 08
Service Plan).

Managing Risk

Explanation of Results

Several strategies are in place to manage risk
within Corporate Services.
• Develop effective change management
strategies (i.e., planning sessions, internal
communications, effective information
gathering/dissemination, succession
planning and maintaining strong
relationships with Basin residents,
organizations, and agencies.)
• Provide effective staff training around
capacity building and contract
management.

The timeline established to meet the
measurement targets set for Corporate Services
in the 2005 – 07 Service Plan was underestimated. Internal capacity constraints were a
major contributing factor. The responsibility
for this task is a new “add-on” for staff already
focused on other priorities. In addition, staff
are challenged to develop the expertise
required to achieve this monitoring and
reporting responsibility, particularly in this
fiscal year with staff involved in discussions of
potential Columbia Basin Initiative
restructuring. As a result, CBT has not
achieved the measurement targets set for this
core service area, however Corporate Services
continued to operate efficiently and support
the core business areas of the organization.

07 – 08
Increase of 2% on
overall and each
service area
baseline.
Report changes
made based on
information
coming out of the
service area
review for each
service area
(revised in 06 – 08
Service Plan).
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CORPORATE SERVICES – PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

Joint Venture Partners Share Information Technology Services
Information Technology Services (ITS) plays a key role
allow both organizations to be very effective in the years
in supporting CBT’s effort to establish an environment
to come.
in which the application of technology enhances and
In all, ITS provides technical support for around
improves the ability of its staff and Board to work
100 corporate computer systems including servers,
efficiently in a geographically dispersed
workstations, and desktop equipment
organization. The department is also
throughout the four CBT offices in the
Information
responsible for overseeing the installation
Basin as well as CPC offices in Castlegar
Technology
Services
and ongoing maintenance of the
and Victoria. The system also allows
are critical to the
organization’s network and phone system.
remote access to the network from
Along with supporting CBT, the ITS
anywhere in the world. ITS supports a
efficient and costdepartment has leveraged its resources to
range of software applications from the
effective operation
support the needs of its power partner
usual office programs to specialized
of
CBT.
Columbia Power Corporation (CPC).
software-monitoring systems in the
This cost-efficient agreement has allowed
hydroelectric projects. They are
both organizations to benefit by sharing the expense of
responsible for website maintenance and development
similar technology needs. It has ensured that ITS can
and have created several specialized software applications
continue to provide the current technology that will
to meet the specific business needs of CBT and CPC.

CBT relies on Information Technology Services staff for a
variety of high-tech services.
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ALIGNMENT WITH GOVERNMENT’S STRATEGIC PLAN

T

he mandate of CBT broadly reflects
the economic, environmental, and
social goals set by the Province in its
most recent strategic plan. The day-to-day
activities and achievements of CBT’s
Investment and Delivery of Benefits programs
clearly demonstrate how CBT’s activities
support the Province’s economic and social
goals.

Social Goals

Environmental
Goals

Economic
Goals

Provincial Goals
•
•
•

A strong and vibrant provincial economy
A supportive social fabric
Safe, healthy communities and a
sustainable environment

Economic Goals
CBT is committed to creating a strong and
vibrant Basin economy that is self-sufficient,
diverse, resilient, and energized. CBT has
invested more than $309 million in the Basin
through its power and non-power investments.

have been created by the construction and
another $30 million in wages has been put
into the local economy. Besides the immediate
economic benefits from construction, the
completion and operation of these projects
within the Basin creates long-term economic
benefits for the Basin as well as the Province.
Each completed project generates income from
power sales, which CBT uses to deliver
benefits – including a range of economic
programs – to Basin residents.

Power investments
Since 1996, the joint venture
CBT is committed
Non-power investments are
power projects have made
to creating a
having a similar impact. For
significant contributions to the
example, CBT-funded housing
Basin economy. CBT and CPC
strong and vibrant
projects for seniors have created
purchased the Brilliant Dam in
Basin economy.
145 permanent, full- and part1996 and finished upgrading its
time jobs, not including
capacity in 2002, which meant
construction jobs, wages, and economic
more power could be produced. From 1999 to
spinoffs. CBT’s Loan Syndication Program in
2002, construction of the joint venture power
partnership
with Basin credit unions has
project, Arrow Lakes Generating Station
provided needed funding for Basin economic
(ALGS), was underway. More than 400
workers were employed at ALGS at the peak of development. CBT has also invested in
tourism and resort investments that help
construction, and the region saw millions of
diversify the economy and reduce the reliance
dollars worth of spending as a result. Work
on resource-based activities. These investments
began on the Brilliant Expansion project in
2003 and since then over $20 million worth of create lasting assets that will continue to
provide employment and enhance tourism in
supplies and services have been purchased
the Basin for years to come.
locally. An average of 150 trade jobs per year

CBT’s goals are in line with
the Province’s social,
economic, and environmental
strategic priorities.
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Delivery of Benefits Program
Delivery of Benefits Program grants have
provided major funding of projects which
stimulate Basin economies. Fiscal 2004 – 05
saw major funding of the Museum, Archives
and Art Gallery project in Nelson and the
Burgess Shale Earth Science Discovery Centre
in Golden as well as many other projects that
supported local economic development
initiatives.
CBT also offers a
Delivery of Benefits
Program specifically
designed to support existing
Basin businesses. Basin
Business Advocates is a
program that provides free
consulting services that have
already helped more than
600 businesses become
more efficient and
competitive.

Social Goals
CBT-funded projects
are creating a legacy
for Basin residents and
strengthening
communities across
the Basin.

CBT is committed to fostering and supporting
social well-being. The Delivery of Benefits
Program provides funding for a range of Basinbased projects that support the vulnerable
among us and foster creativity and literacy,
among other goals.
CBT has funded major seniors’ housing
projects in the Basin, providing our aging
population with much-needed accommodation
within, or close to, their hometowns. Literacy
has long been a priority for CBT, which has
provided $840,000 for early literacy initiatives.
The Basin area is known for its many talented
artists. In order to meet their needs, the

Columbia Kootenay Cultural Alliance, a
coalition of local Arts Councils, administers
CBT funding for arts, culture and heritage.
CBT provided $220,000 to fund the
development of a much-needed museum, art
gallery, and archive in the City of Nelson. This
venue will strengthen Nelson’s reputation as a
“small arts town,” support local artists, and
help diversify the regional economy.

Environmental Goals
CBT is committed to supporting the
development of environmental well-being for
present and future generations in the
Columbia Basin. In its vision, CBT
acknowledges that “a healthy environment
forms the basis for social and economic
activities.” From the outset, the environment
has been a priority area, and CBT has
established a multi-stakeholder, communitybased committee to contribute environmental
perspectives to its planning and program
delivery.
CBT acts on its environmental
commitment through its approach to the
programs and activities it funds. For example,
its recent Water Initiatives Program is based on
increasing awareness among Basin residents
about water quality and quantity issues. CBT
has established its Environmental Initiatives
Program, with a focus on conservation and
local partnerships to facilitate both private
land conservation issues and communitysupported projects that address impacts on
local or regional ecosystems. Human
settlement is one of the key factors
contributing to species and habitat loss.
Supporting this program will help ensure a
sustainable environment.
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Management Discussion and Analysis – Fiscal 2005
Overview

CBT to fulfill its long-term vision. CBT must
demonstrate first that it is possible to
successfully invest capital in a small region of
the province of B.C. and second, to generate
reasonable risk-adjusted market rates of return
in doing so. A more conservative approach to
investing the non-power investment capital
will provide CBT with a steady stream of cash
flow and income in the future without
disruption from write-downs of speculative
investments.

Columbia Basin Trust (CBT) invests in
hydroelectric energy assets, real estate, resorts,
and commercial mortgages in order to generate
income to fund the Delivery of Benefits to
residents of the Columbia Basin region. In the
long term, CBT envisions a conservative,
diversified investment portfolio that generates
a consistent level of income and cash flow
from the placement of CBT’s capital in these
businesses and assets.
Several critical factors could
affect CBT’s ability to fulfill its
CBT must
vision. These factors include the
demonstrate first that
risks associated with the
construction of a hydroelectric
it is possible to
power plant and the pricing of
successfully invest
energy from power plants under
capital in a small
construction. Business risks
region of the province
associated with investing capital
in a confined, sparsely
of B.C. and second, to
populated region of B.C. that is
generate reasonable
a long distance from a major
risk-adjusted market
urban centre are also factors that
rates of return in
may affect CBT’s investment
strategy.
doing so.

Key Performance
Drivers
Constructing and properly operating
hydroelectric power plants without disruption
is critical to CBT’s success. If difficulties are
experienced in the construction and
subsequent operation of a hydroelectric power
plant, they could have a tremendous impact
on the income and cash flows received by
CBT. Any reduction in these income and cash
flow levels, whether temporary or permanent,
will have an immediate impact on the level of
benefits delivered to Basin residents.
An intelligent approach to investing the
non-power investment capital is essential for

Capability to Deliver
Results

CBT has the necessary capital to
construct and operate the
hydroelectric power plants it
currently owns. Access to
additional capital is available
with the heightened interest in
energy assets among the major
investment banks in North
America. Low cost financing for
the construction of new power
plants is available in the current
low interest rate environment of
today’s marketplace. The Board
members of CBT, and its energy
subsidiary, CBT Energy Inc. (CBTE), have the
necessary expertise to oversee the development
and management of the energy assets and
other investments in CBT’s portfolio. CBT’s
use of consultants and advisory firms provides
the required technical expertise to make
informed and intelligent decisions about the
marketing of power from hydroelectric power
plants under construction.
CBT received the fourth $50-million
payment under the 1995 Financial Agreement
from the Province on April 1, 2004. This
capital was applied to financing the
construction of the Brilliant Expansion. The
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$50-million payment was applied against the
receivable from the Province and the payable
to Columbia Power Corporation (CPC).
Future income from power project sources and
non-power investments will continue to build
up CBT’s reserves and improve its liquidity
and capital resources.

of consultants or by retaining internal staff
that have this expertise. Placing funds in
investments of this nature without the
necessary expertise exposes the organization to
a much higher level of risk than most
endowment funds are comfortable with.
Negative returns in the Basin Fund portfolio
over the past couple of years are a direct result
Results of Operations
of this experience. The Investment Committee
The results of the past year have been very
of the CBT Board will be closely examining
mixed, with successes in some areas being
the role of venture capital investments in the
offset by disappointments in others. The
Basin Fund portfolio.
construction of the Brilliant Expansion is
Construction of the Brilliant Expansion
continuing as planned while
continued in the year with an
repairs to the intake channel of
additional $74 million in
The
results
of
the
the Arrow Lakes Generating
construction costs incurred.
past year have been
Station (ALGS) are proving to
Currently, this project is slightly
be a challenge. Real estate
behind schedule but is expected
very mixed, with
investments in congregate care
to be operational by September
successes in some
facilities continue to provide
2006. Main construction
areas
being
offset
by
CBT with ongoing cash flow
activities during the year
disappointments in
returns, and the investment in
consisted of additional
the Kicking Horse Mountain
excavation of the power plant
others.
Resort continues to appreciate
site, construction of formwork,
each year with better than
and the placement of concrete.
expected real estate sales at the resort. By
Of the total concrete that is to be poured, half
comparison, CBT’s investment in the St.
had been put into place by the end of the
Eugene Mission Golf Resort has been a
fiscal year.
disappointment. After the resort was sold to
In May 2004, damage occurred to a
new buyers in the year, CBT recovered only a
portion of the concrete lining at the bottom of
small portion of the original capital it had
the intake channel of ALGS. Emergency
invested.
repairs and contingency measures were
Venture capital investments in startup
undertaken in order to ensure the integrity of
companies are being re-examined as a result of
the channel was maintained. An assessment is
the loss of all of the original capital invested in
currently underway to determine if permanent
companies of this nature. Venture capital
repairs to the channel will be necessary. If it is
investments by their very nature involve a
determined that permanent repairs are
higher level of risk than most investments in
necessary, then this assessment will provide
return for the possibility of a much higher
critical information to determine when the
payback. Dedicating investment capital to
permanent repairs will be undertaken and the
these types of investments requires a very
nature of those repairs. Recovery of costs
specialized set of skills, either through the use
incurred in repairing the channel from
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insurance policies and performance guarantees
less than the full amount of their claims.
and securities provided for in the contract with
CBT’s venture capital investments to date
the construction contractor is currently being
have consistently underperformed. During the
pursued.
year Heatwave Technologies Inc. ceased
Additional investments in congregate care
operating as an ongoing business due to lack
facilities were made in the year with the
of financial support from its owners and the
decision to invest in projects in Invermere and
lack of financial resources from continuing
Creston. Columbia Garden Village, the
operations. Sales of kilns to interested buyers
Invermere facility, is a 63-unit congregate
did not materialize in time to allow the
care/assisted living project scheduled to open
company to continue functioning. CBT’s
in the summer of 2005. Crest View Village in
investment in KPS
Creston is a 74-unit congregate care facility
Materials Technologies
that was started in October 2004 and should
Inc. was fully written off
be completed in July 2005. Rocky Mountain
in the year due to
Village in Fernie is a 75-unit residential
unsuccessful tests of the
care/assisted living complex that opened in
viability of its
September 2004. Castle Wood Village in
technology. The
Castlegar completed another full year of
Investment Committee
successful operations and continues to provide
of the CBT Board is reCBT with a steady stream of cash flow.
evaluating its approach
Real estate sales at the Kicking Horse
to venture capital
Mountain Resort were much higher than
investments and
expected at the Palliser Lodge and Black Bear
anticipates a change in its
Lodge, two new condominium projects at the
overall approach to
base of the hill. It is anticipated that there will
investing Basin Fund
be a further acceleration of real estate sales
capital in this area.
over the next few years at the resort. CBT’s
Delivery of Benefit disbursements were
investment in the St. Eugene Mission Golf
$4.28 million in the year. This is the fourth
Resort was finalized in the year.
year that disbursements have
After the St. Eugene Mission
exceeded $4 million.
The majority of the
Hotel and Golf Course Funding
Disbursements were widely
communities in the
Corporation sought protection
spread across the education,
Basin were provided
from creditors under the
economic, environment, and
Companies Creditors Arrangement
social sectors of the Delivery of
with funding in some
Act, CBT arrived at a settlement
Benefits Program. The majority
form through these
with the court-appointed
of the communities in the
disbursement
restructuring officer and agreed
Basin were provided with
programs.
to a final payment of just over
funding in some form through
$1 million. The resort was sold
these disbursement programs.
to a new joint venture partnership for
Risks
$11.1 million and all non-secured creditors
There is a significant level of risk in
received very little for their claims. All secured
constructing hydroelectric power plants. This
creditors such as CBT received significantly

Castle Wood Village in
Castlegar is one of CBT’s
real estate successes.
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risk became very evident with the difficulties
CBT experienced as a result of the ALGS
channel incident and the subsequent repairs to
the channel. In addition, there is energy price
risk associated with the future sale of power
from hydroelectric power plants that are
currently under construction. Financing the
construction of new power plants involves
interest rate risk. CBT and joint venture
partner CPC seek to mitigate these risks by
entering into fixed price construction contracts
with extensive performance specifications,
seeking power sales agreements with
creditworthy purchasers, and only proceeding

with financing when an acceptable investment
return has been established.
Placing investment capital in a remote part
of B.C. involves business risk due to the
inability to successfully diversify the portfolio
by placing the capital into investments that
have a low correlation of returns with one
another. Applying a very conservative
investment philosophy in the placement of this
capital offsets this geographic risk somewhat,
and thoroughly researching investments and
working with successful, experienced partners
is another step to overcoming these risks.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Guiding Principles
1. The Board represents and serves its
communities and the Columbia Basin as a
whole. The Board talks with and listens to
individuals, groups, and the communities
it serves to assure local positions are put
forward.
2. The Board provides leadership by
establishing goals and annual priorities
based on the mandate of CBT as outlined
in the legislation and the agreements with
the Province of B.C. and the Columbia
Basin Management Plan (the Management
Plan).
3. The Board governs the organization by
establishing clear, concise, and consistent
policy direction to guide CBT and
monitor its performance.

Board Mandate and Membership
The mandate of CBT is to invest, spend, and
otherwise manage the regional allocation and
the corporation’s other assets, including any
assets that may be transferred to it, for the
ongoing economic, environmental, and social
benefit of the region.
The directors of the Board of CBT
nominated by local government are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Josh Smienk - Regional District of Central
Kootenay
Jeannette Townsend - Fraser–Fort George
Regional District
Mark McKee - Columbia Shuswap
Regional District
Dieter Bogs - Kootenay Boundary
Regional District
Greg Deck - Regional District of East
Kootenay
Garry Merkel - Ktunaxa/Kinbasket Tribal
Council

The six directors nominated by the Province
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ben Arcuri - Nelson (resigned May 2004)
David Brien - Castlegar (term ended
March 2005)
Evelyn Cutts - Fernie
Jackie Drysdale - Rossland
Ron Miles - Cranbrook
Mike Rouse - Kimberley
Mike Berg - Nelson (effective April 2005)
Jim Miller - Creston (effective April 2005)

The Board of Directors meets six times per
year. The meetings take place around the Basin
in as many diverse locations as possible so that
local residents are able to meet the Board and,
if desired, make a presentation.

Membership and Mandate of
Board Committees
CBT’s Board of Directors currently has two
standing committees:
•
•

Executive Committee
Audit Committee

There are also three program committees of
the Board:
•
•
•

Investment Committee
Delivery of Benefits Committee
Water Initiatives Committee

Committee members are chosen for their
expertise and experience in a particular area.
The standing committees report to the Board
of Directors at each Board meeting.
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Executive Committee

Investment Committee

Mandate: To oversee the organization,
operation, and development of CBT on behalf
of the Board of Directors.

Mandate: To oversee the implementation of
CBT’s Investment Program, including the
management of CBT’s investment portfolio, in
accordance with established Policies and
Procedures.

Membership:
•
•
•
•
•

Josh Smienk, Chair
Garry Merkel, Vice Chair
Greg Deck
Mike Rouse
Don Johnston, CEO, non-voting member1

Between Board meetings, the Executive
Committee meets regularly to conduct
ongoing work, as assigned by the Board. They
also work on specific matters when directed by
the Board. This approach has proven effective
and works particularly well in a region where
full Board meetings are both difficult to
arrange and costly.

Audit Committee
Mandate: To assist the Board of Directors in
fulfilling its oversight responsibilities by
ensuring the accuracy and integrity of CBT
financial information. Audit Committee
responsibilities also include the systems of
internal control, established by management
and the Board of Directors, as well as internal
and external audit processes.
Membership:
•
•
•
•
•

David Brien,2 Chair
Ron Miles
Jeannette Townsend
Dieter Bogs
Bob Krysac, CFO, non-voting member

The Audit Committee continues to enhance
and refine its oversight functions.

Membership:
•
•
•
•

Mike Rouse, Chair
Greg Deck
Evelyn Cutts
Dave Strachan, Investment Manager, nonvoting member (resigned effective May 31,
2005)

The Investment Committee lives up to its
fiduciary responsibility of developing and
reviewing Policy and Procedures and
monitoring performance of the assets.

Water Initiatives Committee
Mandate: To provide leadership in addressing
water initiatives within the Basin. The
Committee strives to balance and represent
Basin residents’ interests in a range of water
initiatives.
Membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garry Merkel, Chair
Dieter Bogs
Evelyn Cutts
Jeannette Townsend
Don Johnston, CEO, non-voting member
(until March 2005)
Kindy Gosal, Manager, Water Initiatives,
non-voting member
Manager, Communications, non-voting
member3

1 Don Johnston’s position as CEO of CBT terminated in March 2005. When hired, the new CEO will join this committee.
2 David Brien’s term ended March 2005. Mike Berg was elected new chair of the Audit Committee.
3 Communications Coordinator, Rachel Elkey, performed this duty while the manager’s position was unfilled.
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The Committee operates under Terms of
Reference as approved by the CBT Board of
Directors. The Committee has created a
Strategic Document outlining the goals,
objectives, and principles that the Water
Initiatives Program is to undertake. The
Committee has also created an Education
Strategy to address specific activities that are to
be undertaken. The work of the Committee is
proceeding smoothly and according to the
strategic direction set by the Committee.

Delivery of Benefits Committee
Mandate: The Committee oversees a Delivery
of Benefits model that is flexible and
accessible, and that builds capacity within
Basin communities. The Committee will
conduct its business in a manner that includes
Basin residents through advisory committees,
consultations, and other mechanisms that
provide CBT with advice from Basin residents.
All programming developed by the Committee
will support the mission of CBT and be
consistent with the Management Plan.
The Committee pays special attention to
ensuring all programs and projects have a
monitoring component, which will allow for
future evaluation.
Membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jackie Drysdale, Chair
Ron Miles
Josh Smienk
Dieter Bogs
Mark McKee
Don Johnston, CEO (until March 2005)
Jane Hutchins, Manager, Operations and
Planning
Doug Switzer, Community Liaison

The Committee’s Terms of Reference were
ratified by the Board of Directors in March
2004. The Committee will build on its
mandate over FY 2005 as it reviews all
Delivery of Benefit programs and granting
processes of CBT.

Columbia Basin Trust Senior
Management Team
•
•
•
•
•

Josh Smienk, Interim CEO
Don Johnston, CEO (to March 2005)
Bob Krysac, CFO
Dave Strachan, Manager, Investment
(resigned effective May 31, 2005)
Jane Hutchins, Manager, Operations and
Planning
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CBTE Annual Report

C

is assured that income will be returned from its
BT Energy Inc. (CBTE) is a wholly
assets to fund the benefits described in its
owned subsidiary of Columbia Basin
enabling legislation.
Trust (CBT). CBTE was incorporated
CBTE is located in Castlegar, B.C., at
on September 7, 2000, under the Canada
CBT’s head office.
Business Corporations Act and was continued in
the B.C. jurisdiction as a corporation on April
Vision
30, 2004.
Given the recent completion of ALGS, the
In keeping with the 1995 Financial
ongoing construction on the Brilliant
Agreement with the Province, CBT and
Expansion, and investigation of the feasibility
Columbia Power Corporation (CPC) have
of the Waneta Expansion, CBTE is preparing
now each received $250 million over the last
to shift its focus from the dominant power
ten years to invest in the Hugh Keenleyside
project development to include operation,
(now Arrow Lakes Generating
trading, and management. In the
Station), Brilliant, and Waneta
future, CBTE may pursue
Expansion power projects, as
CBTE is preparing to
development options in the
well as the rights to the
shift its focus from
energy industry complementary
Brilliant and Waneta
the dominant power
to its joint venture power
Expansions ($26 million each).
project development
projects, including the provision
CBT and CPC (a Crown
of support services to large
corporation and agent of the
to include operation,
energy users, other utilities, and
Province) became joint venture
trading, and
other independent power
partners in 1996, with CPC
management.
producers.
contracted to act as the
Manager.
Mission
Since then, the joint venture partners have
In order to return stable long-term income to
purchased the Brilliant Dam from Teck
CBT, CBTE invests in energy and powerCominco and have completed significant
related projects with its joint venture partner,
upgrades to the Brilliant Dam facility. The
CPC, and oversees CPC’s management of the
joint venture partners have also completed
development, construction, and operation of
construction of the Arrow Lakes Generating
these investments. These investments are the
Station (ALGS), constructed a new substation
core of CBT’s Legacy Fund, and CBT uses the
(Brilliant Terminal Station), commenced
income earned through CBTE’s investments to
construction on the Brilliant Expansion, and
create a legacy of social, economic, and
are investigating the feasibility of proceeding
environmental well-being in the Basin.
with the Waneta Expansion.
Section 4 of the Columbia Basin Trust Act
Values
states that CBT is “to invest, spend and
The following values guide CBTE’s operations:
otherwise manage the regional allocation and
the corporation’s other assets, including any
• Adherence to the best of private sector
assets that may be transferred to it, for the
practices.
ongoing economic, environmental and social
CBTE strives to adhere to the best of
benefit of the region.” CBTE represents the
private sector practices in order to be an
mandate of CBT in the energy area. Through
effective participant in the B.C. energy
CBTE’s oversight of the Manager (CPC), CBT
industry. Private sector practices are used to
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review the development and management
Directors guarantees that CBT receives diverse
of the joint venture power projects.
views to evaluate the opportunities and risks
• Accountability for its actions and its
associated with power project development,
results to CBT.
investment, and management. The CBT
CBTE is accountable for its performance
Board annually confirms the membership of
to CBT, which is accountable in turn to
the CBTE Board. The CBTE CEO, appointed
Basin residents for its performance. CBTE
by the CBTE Board, is responsible for the
reports to the CBT Board on a regular
execution of the Board’s directives.
basis.
The CBTE Board must understand the
• Adherence to the mission, vision, goals,
interests of Basin residents and possess suitable
and objectives of CBT in any actions
levels of industry experience and expertise in
undertaken.
the areas of power project investment and
CBTE adheres to CBT’s unique mission,
management, electricity trade, and natural gas
vision, goals, and objectives,
markets.
which are outlined in the
The Board holds meetings
CBT uses the income
Columbia Basin
on a quarterly basis and
earned through
Management Plan, and are
monitors the performance of
CBTE's
investments
to
based on input from
CBTE throughout the year. In
create a legacy of
residents.
addition, the Board sets policy
• Dynamic and inclusive
in areas critical to CBTE’s
social, economic, and
planning processes, taking
operations. These areas include
environmental wellmarket trends and
power project investment,
being
in
the
Basin.
developments into
development, and management.
account.
CBTE’s policies take into
As a participant in the
account a wide range of issues
energy industry, CBTE values planning
including changes to the energy market,
processes that reflect its business
regulatory environment, Columbia River
environment and keep pace with that
Treaty, environmental issues, and alternate
environment.
energy. All of the Board’s planning processes
• Open avenues of communication with
include a thorough examination of strategic
partners and associates.
risks and appropriate risk management.
CBTE represents the interests of CBT by
CBTE owns several subsidiaries that hold
openly communicating those interests to
50-percent interests in the joint ventures with
its partners and associates.
CPC. The joint venture partners are the
investors in the joint venture power projects,
Structure
and joint venture committees manage these
A Board of five directors currently governs
projects. Representatives of the CBTE Board,
CBTE. The Board is composed of CBT
appointed by the CBTE Board, account for
representatives and energy industry experts,
half of the membership of the joint venture
who ensure that rapidly evolving market
management committees. CPC appoints the
conditions are taken into account in business
remaining half of the members to the joint
planning. In addition, the CBTE Board of
venture management committees.
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CBTE Board Membership:
• Josh Smienk, Chair
• Ken Epp (resigned from Board June 2005)
• George Fraser
• Ron Miles
• Cam Osler
CBTE Senior Management:
• Ken Epp, CEO (July 2000 – May 2005)
• Ron Miles, Acting CEO (appointed May
2005)
• Bob Krysac, CFO

CBTE Board accepted Ken Epp’s resignation
with reluctance considering his dedication and
the industry expertise he has provided to CBTE
over the years. The Board expressed its sincere
gratitude to him for his service and
commitment. The CBTE Board appointed
Ron Miles, Director of CBT and CBTE, as
Acting CEO effective May 26, 2005.

Partner

Ken Epp held the position of part-time interim
CEO since CBTE’s formation. Ken Epp
resigned as the CBTE CEO effective May 25,
2005, and from the Board in June 2005. The

CBTE and CPC are joint venture partners in
the power projects in the Basin. They have been
working together to return benefits from the
joint venture power projects to the Basin and to
the Province since 1996.
the performance measure only reflected revenue
from the joint venture power projects. The
performance measure actually reflects revenues
and expenses of the joint venture power
projects, i.e. net income. The wording of
CBTE’s goal has changed from previous service
plans and annual reports to more accurately
capture the link between its goal and
performance measure. The targets for 2005 –
06, 06 – 07, and 07 – 08 have changed from
previous service plans to reflect periodic updates
to financial forecasts.

Performance Report
CBTE is responsible for CBT’s interests in the
joint venture power projects that make up the
Legacy Fund as a CBT core service area. The
following table illustrates CBTE’s performance
in the past fiscal year based on the net income
from the joint venture power projects. The
wording of this performance measure has
changed from the 2005 – 07 Service Plan from
“net income in power sales” to “net income
from the joint venture power projects.” The
wording “net income in power sales” implied

Goal
Increase the amount of net income accruing to CBT.
Objectives
Earn increasing levels of
income through power sales

Performance Measure
Net income from joint venture
power projects.

from the existing joint venture
power projects.

2004 –05 Target

Result

$6.37 million
(originally forecast in 05 – 07

$5.67 million

Service Plan as $6.6 million).

Preserve the real value of the
joint venture power projects.

Performance
Measure
Net income from
joint venture
power projects.

02 – 03

Results
03 – 04

04 – 05

05 – 06

$13.6 million

$8.4 million

$5.67 million

$8.09 million

Targets
06 – 07
$11.871 million

07 – 08
$13.732 million
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Managing Risk
Several strategies are in place to manage the risk
of being unable to return dividends to CBT:
• Ensure CPC fulfills its duties and
responsibilities as Manager of the joint
venture power projects.
• Liaise with the Board of Directors of CBT
and staff members of CBT when necessary.
• Monitor energy industry developments in
B.C. and North America and participate in
the development of the energy industry
when deemed necessary by the CBTE
Board.
• Retain sufficient energy expertise for CBTE
Board of Directors. (Expertise in areas of
power project investment and management,
electricity trade, and natural gas markets.)
•

CBTE will:
•
•
•

•
•

Review and analyze market conditions
on an ongoing basis.
Recalibrate CBTE forward electricity
price curve on a regular basis.
Ensure CBTE Board is aware of all
energy industry developments and
assesses the significance of such
developments in the context of the joint
venture power projects.
Intervene in regulatory proceedings as
directed by the CBTE Board.
Monitor the viability of alternate energy
resources for possible
development/investment if such
resources are cost competitive.

$913,000 for investment monitoring and CBT
overhead reduced net income from the power
projects.
Overall, net income was also lower this year
than last year. Some decline was expected, as
net income last year was greater than forecast
due to lower than expected expenses at ALGS
and Brilliant Dam.
This year net income was also affected by
the channel incident at ALGS. In late April
2004, the concrete lining of the bottom of the
ALGS approach channel (the channel through
which water travels from the reservoir into the
powerhouse) was damaged. ALGS was shut
down and emergency repairs were carried out,
followed by further repairs that allowed ALGS
to resume power generation in August.
The total cost of the channel damage during
the year was $14,700,000 (CBT’s portion –
$7,350,000), which consisted of $7,900,000 in
repairs (CBT’s portion – $3,950,000) and
$6,800,000 in lost revenue (CBT’s portion –
$3,400,000). The total recovery recorded in the
financial statements is $10,778,000 (CBT’s
portion – $5,389,000). This consists of
advances totalling $6,000,000 (CBT’s portion –
$3,000,000) that has been received from the
property insurer towards the settlement of the
insurance claim and an expected further
recovery of $4,778,000 (CBT’s portion –
$2,389,000) from various sources. The final
impact of the channel damage cannot be
determined with certainty at this time.

Explanation of Results

Internal Factors Impacting
Performance

In 2004 – 05 net income from the joint venture
power projects totalled $5.67 million, which
was lower than the most recent forecast of
$6.37 million. The forecast net income assumed
that CPC and CBTE would be amalgamated,
and that investment monitoring and overhead
costs would be incurred by the amalgamated
entity. Actual results reflect that CPC will
remain a separate entity, and expenses of

During 2004 – 05, CBTE was reviewed by the
Office of the Comptroller General’s Internal
Audit & Advisory Services (IAAS) as a result of
a letter from MLA Barry Penner questioning
related party transactions. The purpose of the
review was to look at whether there was any
conflict of interest with contractors to CBTE
and CBTE’s CEO. The review found no actual
conflict of interest and no attempt by the
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CBTE CEO to further any personal interest.
The review identified ways for CBTE to
improve operational policies and practices using
guidelines from the Province. We are
committed to addressing all the
recommendations from the review and a
number of policies have been recently
implemented by the CBTE Board.
This review also recommended additional
disclosure on payments made by CBTE to ZE
PowerGroup Inc., a consulting firm a CBTE
director has also consulted for. The director
excused himself from voting when assignments
were given by the CBTE Board. During the
year, CBTE paid ZE PowerGroup Inc.
$479,291 for energy pricing computer software
and energy-related services such as monthly
market monitoring reports, financial modelling,
and project evaluation research.
Over the past four years, CBTE has not
increased staff in case an amalgamation with
CPC occurred. CBTE has 1.5 FTEs, has used
the expertise within CBT and the CBTE Board,
and contractors as required. In fall 2001, CBT
and CBTE entered into the core services review
process, and worked with the Province to
consider various restructuring scenarios with an
aim to create a more efficient joint venture
structure. In January 2005, the Minister of
Energy and Mines indicated that CBT and
CPC would each continue to fulfill their
mandates and that the present joint venture
structure would also continue. This indication
means that CBTE will refocus resources used in
restructuring on representing CBT’s interests in
the joint ventures with CPC. With the
direction from the Minister of Energy and
Mines in January 2005, the CBTE Board is
now considering whether its business needs are
best met by using fewer contractors and adding
staff.
In September 2004, CBT considered a share
sale of CBTE to BC Hydro. CBTE worked to
provide Basin residents with information on the
possible impacts of the sale. Following

community meetings with Basin residents, and
based on feedback from the public, CBT
decided not to sell CBTE’s shares to BC Hydro.

External Factors Impacting
Performance
Net income from the operational joint venture
power projects – ALGS and the Brilliant Dam –
was mainly impacted by one external factor in
the past year, the channel damage at ALGS.
Depending on the outcome of engineering
studies and the timing of permanent repairs and
contractual issues, net income during the period
of repairs (potentially fiscal 2006 and fiscal
2007) may be materially impacted due to
timing differences between when the repair
costs are incurred and when recoveries are
received from insurance and/or the design-build
contractor.
In early 2005, CBTE participated in the
British Columbia Transmission Corporation
Open Access Transmission Tariff Application
before the BC Utilities Commission (BCUC) to
seek improved transmission access and
development of a B.C. energy market.
Improved access to energy markets is integral to
generating income from the sale of power
produced at the joint venture power projects.
CBTE was supportive of the British Columbia
Transmission Corporation’s Application.
CBTE’s participation was necessary in order to
mitigate the future risk of a lack of transmission
access, especially given that the Brilliant
Expansion is scheduled to begin producing
power in 2006. CBTE’s participation in the
Application before the BCUC was consistent
with the Province’s Energy Plan, and the
Province’s creation of the British Columbia
Transmission Corporation to ensure open and
fair access to the transmission system in B.C.

Benchmarks
CBTE is currently seeking third-party advice on
what rates of return on assets and rates of return
on equity would be appropriate for the power
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projects owned by CBTE. This is a preliminary
step towards establishing credible benchmarks
that the power project returns could be
compared to in order to properly determine if
these returns are above, below, or on par with
comparable industry rates of return.
Performance cannot be properly measured
without an accurate assessment of what these
baseline rates of return should be.

Performance Management and
Reporting
Performance Measure Selection Process
CBTE selected net income from the joint
venture power projects as its performance
measure because it has a direct impact on the
net income that accrues to CBT, which is
what is used to determine the level of benefits
delivered to Basin residents each year.

Data Tracking, Monitoring, and
Reporting Process
During the year, the forecasts of net income
from the power projects were updated quarterly
as part of CBT’s reporting obligations to the
Province.
CBTE Board met quarterly to review the
performance of the joint venture power
projects, including review of any potential risks
to CBTE’s ability to return income to CBT.
The performance measure of net income
from joint venture power projects is the net
income that accrues to CBTE based on its 50percent interest in the power projects. This is
reflected in the CBTE financial statements
based on a consolidation of the amounts in the
joint venture power project company financial
statements under the Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP). Revenues are
primarily composed of the proceeds from the
power sales at the two operational joint venture
power projects, the Brilliant Dam (power is
sold under a long-term contract to FortisBC)
and ALGS (power is sold under a long-term
contract to BC Hydro). Expenses in the joint

venture power project companies consist mainly
of repayment of long-term debt, operations and
maintenance costs, insurance, and water rentals.

Alignment with
Government’s Strategic
Plan
Further detail on how CBTE contributes to
CBT’s social, economic, and environmental
commitments, which are a reflection of the
government’s goals for B.C., is on page 29.
By returning income to CBT from the joint
venture power projects and by investing in joint
venture power projects in the Basin, CBTE
creates both short- and long-term benefits for
Basin residents. The creation of income
through the joint venture power projects has
contributed and continues to contribute to a
strong and vibrant provincial economy through
the influx of construction spending in the
region and creation of jobs at the power
projects. In addition, proceeds from the sale of
power fund the long-term economic, social,
and environmental benefits CBT brings to the
Basin.
The joint venture power projects themselves
are excellent examples of environmentally
sustainable power generation in B.C. The
projects make use of existing facilities instead of
building new dams. The water used in the joint
venture power projects would otherwise have
been spilled into the Columbia and Kootenay
Rivers. By running the water through the joint
venture power projects instead of spilling it,
total gas pressure is reduced downstream,
creating better fish habitat. Furthermore, the
projects generate power using a renewable
resource, reducing the need for power from
non-renewable resources that produce
greenhouse gas emissions. Through the joint
venture power projects, CBTE is able to return
income to CBT and Basin residents without
depleting the resources of the Basin.
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POWER INVESTMENTS – PROJECT HIGHLIGHT

Generating Jobs, Green Power, & Economic Activity
Expansion Consortium, has been excavating the
In the past year, construction of a new power plant
powerhouse and tunnel and poured concrete in the
continued at the joint venture power project, the
powerhouse area. Land has also been cleared for the
Brilliant Expansion – an example of a new project in
transmission line to Brilliant Terminal Station.
B.C. that is not only creating immediate benefits in the
Over the course of its construction, the $205Columbia Basin but will also benefit the area and the
million project will employ 150 people,
Province for decades to come.
the overwhelming majority of them
When construction is complete in
This project is
Basin residents, as well as generate
2006, the Brilliant Expansion will consist
creating
immediate
millions of dollars worth of spending in
of a new 120-MW power plant just
the Basin. When complete, CBTE’s 50downstream from the Brilliant Dam,
benefits in the
percent share in the net income from
producing enough power to supply
Columbia Basin and
Brilliant Expansion power sales will
thousands of homes. Water will pass
will
benefit
the
entire
return to CBT and increase the level of
through a tunnel that begins upstream
province for decades
CBT’s Delivery of Benefits in the Basin.
from the Brilliant Dam, and will run
Currently, about 40 percent of the
through the new powerhouse and return
to come.
anticipated power from the Brilliant
to the Kootenay River below the existing
Expansion has been sold to BC Hydro
Brilliant Dam. The Brilliant Expansion
under a 20-year agreement. Net income from the
will be connected by a short transmission line to a new
Brilliant Expansion will also be returned to the Province
substation, the Brilliant Terminal Station, which is also
through CPC. The Brilliant Expansion will also see $2.1
owned by the joint venture partners.
million in water rentals go to the Province annually.
In the past year, the contractor, the Brilliant

Economic benefits from the expansion of generating capacity at the Brilliant Dam are exceeding
expectations.

COLUMBIA BASIN TRUST
FIVE YEAR SUMMARY
(in thousands of dollars)
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

Power projects

5,672

7,633

13,636

2,265

1,840

Business loans

1,112

1,124

1,582

1,496

699

467

665

794

1,170

2,043

33

-47

-97

30

12

-

-47

-111

-

-

7,284

9,328

15,804

4,961

4,594

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

9,284

11,328

17,804

6,961

6,594

OPERATING EXPENSES

3,012

2,795

3,233

3,817

2,458

OPERATING INCOME

6,272

8,533

14,571

3,144

4,136

Investment write-downs

3,778

7,767

576

1,704

2,865

Delivery of benefits

4,276

3,866

4,036

4,772

4,249

-1,782

-3,100

9,959

-3,332

-2,978

REVENUES
Net investment income

Income securities
Real estate
Venture capital

Contribution
Province of B.C.

SURPLUS (DEFICIT) OF REVENUES
OVER EXPENSES

Columbia Basin Trust
Head Office / Southwest Basin
Suite 300
445 – 13 Avenue
Castlegar, BC
V1N 1G1
1-800-505-8998
250-365-6633
cbt@cbt.org

www.cbt.org

Northeast Basin Office
P.O. Box 393
103 Gould’s Island
Golden, BC
V0A 1H0
Northwest Basin Office
P.O. Box 220
220 Broadway
Nakusp, BC
V0G 1R0
Southeast Basin Office
828D Baker Street
Cranbrook, BC
V1C 1A2

